U.S. FORMULA FOR PEACE
One Military Force Under U.N. Control

News Summary

THE WORLD

COLUMBUS DAY CELEBRATION—Doña Juana Leyva, the Spanish "Queen Mother," arrived in New York yesterday to celebrate the Columbus Day festival. She was accompanied by her son, King Philip of Spain.

THE NATION

TEXAS TENSION—The U.S. government has received confirmation of reports that Texas has accepted a large group of Hungarian refugees, who are being housed in the State's public schools. The refugees are expected to remain in Texas for at least six months.

SECURITY CONCERNS—The United States has pledged to provide military assistance to any NATO member that is attacked. The pledge was made by Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara.

STORMS IN TEXAS—The region has been hit by a series of severe storms, causing widespread flooding and damage. The Red Cross is providing relief to those affected.

THE CITY AND THE STATE

ASSEMBLY ADOPTS BUDGET—The California state assembly has adopted a state budget that includes cuts in spending.

FIREWORKS OFFENSE—A number of firework displays have been banned in Los Angeles, California, due to safety concerns.

2 Hurt in Ship Blast—Two workers were injured in an explosion at a shipyard in San Francisco. The cause of the blast is under investigation.

SPORTS

MANY KNOCKS OUT FAVORITES—Many of the previously unbeaten fighters in the boxing world were defeated in recent matches. The upsets have shocked the boxing community.

PARK PRESIDENT SAYS PARTNER—Park President Donald Rumsfeld has announced his resignation, effective immediately. He has been replaced by Janice K. Bailey.

ANIMAL STORIES—A lion, tiger, and bear were among the animals that escaped from a zoo in San Diego. The animals were recaptured by police.
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